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Genealogy of the Dodson (Dotson), Lucas, Pyles, Rochester, and Allied Family-Silas Emmett Lucas 1959
History of Colorado-Wilbur Fiske Stone 1919
Genealogy- 1912
Colonial and Revolutionary Families of Pennsylvania-John Woolf Jordan 1911
A Genealogical History of the Montgomerys and Their Descendants-David B. Montgomery 1903
Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses, 1790-1920-William Thorndale 1987 Genealogical research in U.S.
censuses begins with identifying correct county jurisdictions ??o assist in this identification, the map Guide shows
all U.S. county boundaries from 1790 to 1920. On each of the nearly 400 maps the old county lines are
superimposed over the modern ones to highlight the boundary changes at ten-year intervals. Accompanying each
map are explanations of boundary changes, notes about the census, & tocality finding keys. In addition, there are
inset maps which clarify ??erritorial lines, a state-by-state bibliography of sources, & an appendix outlining pitfalls
in mapping county boundaries. Finally, there is an index which lists all present day counties, plus nearly all
defunct counties or counties later renamed-the most complete list of American counties ever published.
The Montgomery Family Chronicles 3-A Family Portrait-J. J. Massa 2011-01-01 The Montgomery Family
Chronicles Book 3: A Family Portrait By J.J. Massa -- Tavist Darke lost his mate and pup years ago and never
expected to have a family. He no longer looked for happiness in life. He didn't expect to find another mate. The
love of his adopted pack was more than he ever expected. When he met beautiful Tracey West and her enchanting
children he knew his secret prayers had been answered. Tracey West had a family and she would keep them safe
at all costs. She didn't want another mate. She'd been married for almost a decade and had three beautiful and
special children as a result. Living in and getting out of that marriage had been a nightmare. All she wanted now
was peace and safety for herself and her kids. Why couldn't her sexy neighbor understand that?
Places from the Past-Clare Lise Cavicchi 2001
A Genealogical History of the Dunlevy Family-Gwendolyn Kelley Hack 1901
A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Landed Gentry of Great Britain & Ireland-Bernard Burke 1871
The Life of the Rev. Henry Montgomery, LLD, Dunmurry, Belfast-John A. Crozier 1875
The Reliquary and Illustrated Archaeologist,- 1875
Portrait and Biographical Record of Montgomery, Parke and Fountain Counties, Indiana- 1893
A History of the Family of Cairnes Or Cairns and Its Connections-Henry Cairnes Lawlor 1906
History of Montgomery County, Kansas- 1903
New England Families, Genealogical and Memorial-William Richard Cutter 1913
Why They Married-James Montgomery Flagg 2019-12-24 "Why They Married" by James Montgomery Flagg.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Black Lyon-Jude Deveraux 2011-11-29 A Classic Love Story of a Fearless Lordand the Woman Who Tamed
Him Darkly handsome and rich beyond imagining, the boldEnglish conqueror was called “the Black Lyon” for
hislionlike ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or women . . . until he met Lyonene, the green-eyedbeauty
whose fiery spirit equaled his own. Through a whirlwind romance andstormy marriage, she endured every perilto
be by his side, until vicious lies andjealousy drove her into danger. Now only the fierce Black Lyon cansave
her—for he alone has thecourage to destroy the ruthlessplot threatening to shatterthe bond of love theLyon and
his ladyvowed would neverbe broken . . .
History of Montgomery County, Pennsylvania-Theodore Weber Bean 1884
Major General Richard Montgomery-Michael P. Gabriel 2002 "Drawing upon previously unexplored sources from
Canada, Europe, and the United States, Michael P. Gabriel provides a comprehensive view of one of the forgotten
heroes of the Revolutionary War, General Richard Montgomery. An Irish-born former British officer, Montgomery
commanded the ill-fated American invasion of Canada in 1775 and was killed at Quebec. The first and highestranking American general killed in the war, Montgomery was also an important hero symbol in the early republic.
Writers and orators, such as Thomas Paine and Hugh Henry Brackenridge, used the slain general as a symbol of
virtue and self-sacrifice to spur on the war effort and help create a national identity. This image persisted through
the early nineteenth century."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved
Sweet Liar-Jude Deveraux 2012-12-11 It was her father's dying wish that Samantha Elliot search for her
grandmother, who'd disappeared from Louisville when she was a baby. So here she was, in big, dirty New York
City...her parents were dead, her divorce was final, and she was all alone.... Michael Taggert was Samantha's
landlord, and he was easily the most beautiful man she'd ever seen. He was charming, too -- his zest for life was so
contagious that in his presence Sam bloomed like a flower after the rain. Yet Mike could only get so far with her -when he tried to get closer, it was like running into a brick wall. But Mike wouldn't give up. As they probed her
grandmother's past, he was slowly uncovering the joy and affection Samantha had buried long ago -- and leading
them closer to the dangerous truth about a bloody spring night in 1928, and a seductive blues singer named
Maxie....

A Genealogical History of the Family of Montgomery- 1863
The Montgomery Family Chronicles 2-Family Harmony-J. J. Massa 2011-01-01 Book 2: The Montgomery Family
Chronicles J.J. Massa -- Lakon Montgomery tried to avoid Mya Brooks, the beautiful Englishwoman who had the
voice of an angel, but he can't resist her. She was destined to be his mate and he is powerless to stop himself. Just
when he's getting closer to Mya, his brother and his own primal instincts scare her away. What will Lakon have to
do to get her back? Will her family, and his, keep them apart forever? With Mya out of reach, how will Lakon
protect Mya from the evil that stalks her?
Red Book-Alice Eichholz 2004 " ... provides updated county and town listings within the same overall state-bystate organization ... information on records and holdings for every county in the United States, as well as
excellent maps from renowned mapmaker William Dollarhide ... The availability of census records such as federal,
state, and territorial census reports is covered in detail ... Vital records are also discussed, including when and
where they were kept and how"--Publisher decription.
Notable Southern Families-Zella Armstrong 1918 Vol. 5 by J.P.C. French and Z. Armstrong, v. 6 by J.P.C. French.
The Montgomery Family Magazine- 1917
History of Western Maryland-John Thomas Scharf 1882
The Montgomery Manuscripts: (1603-1706)-George Hill 1869 The Montgomery family of the County of Down in
Ireland was part of the Irish nobility, being Earls of Mount-Alexander.
Rainbow Valley-Lucy Maud Montgomery 2018-01-23 This carefully crafted ebook: "Rainbow Valley" is formatted
for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Anne Shirley has now been married to Gilbert
Blythe for 15 years, and the couple have six children. After a trip to London, Anne returns to the news that a new
minister has arrived in Glen St. Mary. John Meredith is a widower with four young children. The children have not
been properly brought up since the death of their mother, with only their father to parent them. The children are
considered wild and mischievous by many of the families in the village, causing them to question Mr. Meredith's
parenting skills and his suitability as a minister.
The Boone Family- 1922
Biographical Annals of Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, Containing Genealogical Records of Representative
Families, Including Many of the Early Settlers and Biographical Sketches of Prominent Citizens-Ellwood Roberts
1904
Montgomery Co, TN- 2000-04-03
Maryland Records, Colonial, Revolutionary, County and Church-Gaius Marcus Brumbaugh 1915
Gomery of Montgomery: a Family History-Charles Ames Washburn 1865
The Blue Castle-Lucy Maud Montgomery 2018 Valancy lives a drab life with her overbearing mother and prying
aunt. Then a shocking diagnosis from Dr. Trent prompts her to make a fresh start. For the first time, she does and
says exactly what she feels. As she expands her limited horizons, Valancy undergoes a transformation, discovering
a new world of love and happiness. One of Lucy Maud Montgomery's only novels intended for an adult audience,
The Blue Castle is filled with humour and romance.
The Montgomery Family Chronicles, Book 4: Family Matters-J. J. Massa 2012-03 Montgomery Family 4: Family
Matters By J. J. Massa -- How many Weres could manage to find their mate and lose her all at the same time?
Yancey Montgomery's mate has been right under his nose for at least a decade. When he makes her his, he also
chases her off. What will it take to convince the delicate little werewolf that he is a worthy mate? -- Never had Sue
been so glad to be back in America, and now she was moving into Old Moon, the town where her best friend lived.
What could be better than that--there was no drama at Tracey's place...or so she thought.
Pat of Silver Bush-Lucy Maud Montgomery 2015-04-24 Pat of Silver Bush tells the story of Patricia Gardiner, who
hates change of any kind and above all loves her home, Silver Bush. She very much enjoys living there with her
loving family and their housekeeper Judy Plum, who has a magical and mythical tale to suit any occasion.
However Pat must learn to cope with the tragedies and changes that disrupt her warm and happy home.
Armstrong County, Pennsylvania- 1914
Bishop_BischoffResearch: Bishop Family Census- 1830-1930; Floyd and Montgomery County Virginia-Nancy
Bishop
A Field Marshal in the Family-Brian Montgomery 2010-11-22 Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery of Alamein has
attracted the attention of countless historians over the last 70 years but, despite this coverage, views of his
character remain controversial and contradictory. His younger brother Brian, himself a successful soldier, enters
the fray with this charming and revealing book examining the background of this legendary military commander.
He provides a fascinating account of the influences of Montys family genes together with a wealth of unknown
details about his career. His grandfather, Sir Robert Montgomery, played a key role in crushing the Indian Mutiny
and his adventures have intriguing parallels with those of Montys two generations later. Dean Farrar, his
maternal grandfather, was a powerful Victorian educational and religious figure (Headmaster of Marlborough
College and Dean of Canterbury) and author of the iconic Eric, or Little by Little. The author examines in the most
entertaining and frank manner Montys idiosyncratic character traits; his opposition to tradition, his Nelsonian
approach to rules and regulations, his ruthlessness and determination and his unfashionable views on the
absolute necessity for self publicity  and the most intensive training to get the maximum from his subordinates,
down to the most junior levels.
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